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AIRSPACE PRINCIPLES CONSULTATION 
HEATHROW 

 
Response from Richmond Heathrow Campaign 

28 March 2018 
 
INTRODUCTION 
This is the written response of the Richmond Heathrow Campaign (RHC) to the Heathrow Airport 
Limited (HAL) consultation titled ‘Airspace Principles’ January 2018. We refer to Heathrow’s northwest 
runway as NWR expansion. We are also responding separately to HAL’s consultation on ‘Airport 
Expansion’ January 2018. 
 
RHC represents three amenity groups in the London Borough of Richmond upon Thames: The Richmond 
Society, The Friends of Richmond Green, and the Kew Society, which together have over 2000 members. 
The members of our amenity groups are adversely affected by noise from Heathrow Airport's flight 
paths, poor air quality and road and rail congestion in west London.  We acknowledge Heathrow's 
contribution to the UK economy and seek constructive engagement in pursuit of a better Heathrow. We 
are an active participant in the Heathrow Community Noise Forum. 
 
Our premise is that it would be preferable to aim for a better Heathrow rather than bigger Heathrow 
and to capitalise on the world beating advantage of London's five airports, in particular by improving 
surface accessibility to all five airports, which would be a major benefit to users. Our approach is to 
continue supporting the case for no new runways in the UK.  We believe the evidence produced by the 
Airports Commission supports this position even though the Commission recommended Heathrow's 
Northwest runway (NWR) expansion option.  We believe the Revised draft NPS 2017 and supporting 
documents also supports the case for no new runways.  
 
Over recent years we have undertaken extensive research on Heathrow and submitted a large number 
of papers to the Airports Commission (the Commission), the DfT, CAA and others - all of which can be 
found at www.richmondheathrowcampaign.org 
 
References below are to the main Airspace Principles Consultation Document. Where we have 
responded to a specific question with no comment that does not mean the topic is not important or 
that we do not have a view. We have approached our response on a societal basis rather that what is 
best for RHC although at some point the differences will need to be recognised. We include here as 
Annex 1 a copy of the section on noise in our separate response to HAL on Airport Expansion.  
 
HAL included in the set of accompanying documents a report ‘Preliminary Technical Overview on 
Network Air Traffic Management (ATM) Issues and Constraints January 2018.’ Our response to this 
report is included here as Annex 2. We have not integrated our response with the consultation’s specific 
questions but nevertheless it is very important to airspace design.  The response is compiled by a pilot 
who is an RHC colleague. It will be difficult if not impossible to overcome the airspace technical issues 
raised by NWR expansion. 
 
Parliament’s Transport Select Committee has in the last few days published its findings but we have not 
dealt with these specifically, although we note many of them appear to parallel our concerns. 
 
We have raised a number of issues and would appreciate learning from HAL what its response to these 
might be and how HAL will distinguish between societal and individual choices of consultees. 
 
As we explain below we believe this consultation is premature. Our response is without prejudice and 
we may change our views.  
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FORWARD AND PRELIMINARY SECTIONS  1 - 3 
 
RHC Response 
1. It is not entirely clear whether the consultation concerns airspace modernisation for a two      

runway Heathrow or a three runway Heathrow.  It is important that when comparing options, a fair 
comparison is made. There are three scenarios: (1) Do-nothing (2) Do-something two runway 
modernisation and (3) Do-something NWR expansion.  It is important that when considering two 
runway modernisation, (2) is compared with (1), and when considering airspace with expansion, (3) 
is compared with (2) and also with (1). On the face of it, the consultation does not make the 
distinctions and the consultation should have been clearer. We have not used the term Do-
minimum in this situation because it could be confusing. 
 

2. We believe it is important when designing flightpaths to distinguish between communities 
experiencing reduced and increased noise and not merely to net them off. 
 

3. The options provided in the consultation are descriptive and not sufficiently developed for 
objective response. For the most part, it is impossible for individuals or communities to assess the 
assumptions and decision criteria for choosing between options because the evidence is missing 
from the consultation and its supporting documents. It is not clear why the proposed options have 
been selected. 
 

4. The topics are not linked into an overall decision framework making it impossible to discern and    
balance the priorities and assess the economic and environmental uncertainties and risks. 

 
5. Objectives come before principles but the objectives are missing from the consultation and are in 

the process of being reviewed for possible change later in 2018. The Government’s objectives 
stated in the National Aviation Policy Framework 2013 (NAPF) are:  

a. To limit and where possible reduce the number of people significantly affected by [adverse 
impacts from] aircraft noise. The insert in brackets was made in the DfT’s Air Navigation 
Guidance 2017. 
b. Any benefits from future improvements in aircraft noise performance should be shared 
between the aviation industry and local communities. 
c. The Government wants to strike a fair balance between the negative impacts of noise and the 
positive economic impacts of flights.  

 
It is not clear in (a) whether the word ‘limit’ applies to some existing measurement or to zero or 
some future growth. The use of a threshold (significantly affected) has serious drawbacks.  In 
absolute terms what do the words ‘significantly’ and ‘affected’ mean.  Is this a societal objective or 
applicable to individuals?   Any noise above ambient levels can be intrusive and we have seen the 
dangers of relying on a metric threshold of 57 dB LAeq [reduced to 54 dB LAeq by the DfT’s 
Navigation Guidance 2017]. We prefer to consider a marginal cost continuum of impact above 
ambient - ambient being a true threshold.  

 
The number of people above a single threshold fails to reflect the fact that the effect increases 
above this threshold. Aircraft noise management is about reducing the total noise energy and 
about the allocation of noise between those significantly affected and those not so affected and 
those in between.  We believe the relevant noise energy in the daytime should be that within the 
ground contour for 51 dBA SOEL or 50 dBA WHO Guideline. 
 
Our approach to changes in noise climate is to prioritise a reduction in noise for those most 
affected and avoid as far as possible anyone experiencing an increase in noise.  If there is an 
increase, logically it would follow that those affected most should be allocated the smallest 
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increase.   
 
It is unclear as to the quantum of noise (this will depend inter alia on whether it is based on 2 or 3 
runways) and on the rate of decrease in aircraft noise at source and rate of fleet change. The 
impact will also depend on population growth and distribution. The objectives, when applied to 
varied aircraft operations, such as departure and arrival, distance from the airport etc., will 
probably result in different principles.  It is impossible to respond properly to the consultation 
questions in the absence of these key parameters. 
 

6. We should remember that the rate of reduction in noise from source is much slower than it 
used to be and it may take decades for improvements to be noticed from a whole fleet of aircraft.  
With the slow evolutionary generation of a noise credit it will be that much harder to re-structure 
Heathrow’s flight paths and even more difficult with an increase in flights and noise from the NWR 
expansion. 
 

7. We understand the consultation is being treated as the first portal of the CAA’s airspace change 
process. There is no statement of need as is required by the change process. Furthermore, given the 
difficulties we have raised here, we cannot see how this consultation is fit to be treated as a formal 
stage 1 consultation.  We are deeply concerned the change portal on principles will be closed 
following this consultation and without the possibility of any subsequent reconsideration of the 
principles that HAL will have adopted. 

 
8.     The Forward of the consultation establishes a bias without evidence in favour of the NWR            

expansion. The consultation is used by HAL to promote the NWR expansion, which unsuspecting 
respondents may be lulled into supporting. For example: 
a. ‘[Expansion] is about securing the UK economy and connecting to global growth’ (Page 1 

para. 2).  ‘We connect to the whole world and drive investment back into the economy’ (Page 
1 para. 3).   The consultation provides no evidence to support these positive statements and 
RHC research concludes the NWR is unnecessary and harms the UK aviation market and UK 
economy (see Expansion response and RHC website).  

b. ‘Up to £187 bn in economic benefits across the country’ (Page 1 para. 4). This is a misleading 
and discredited figure from the PwC experimental econometric model and should not be 
used by HAL to promote its case. The DfT webTAG valuation is far smaller and is not 
mentioned. RHC calculates a substantial webTAG net cost to the UK economy (see Expansion 
response and RHC website). 

  
9. The claims by HAL regarding the environmental impact on communities are absent or misleading.  

Some generic points are: 
a. ‘Expanding in the national interest must not come at the expense of our local communities.’ 

(Page 1 para. 5). The consultation gives neither assurance nor legal commitment that 
expansion will not be at the expense of local communities. Increased intensity of use of 
Heathrow and airspace means that inevitably it will be at their expense.   

 
10. It is not clear how the results of the consultation will be used by HAL. 

a. We have highlighted above some of the deficiencies of the consultation which we believe 
make it invalid. It is not explained how responses will be fed into the decision process and we 
cannot be sure that responses supporting HAL’s approach will not be given more weight than 
those with opposing views. 

b. The consultation suggests further detail will emerge later in the serial decision process. It is 
quite clear though that in this serial approach there will be no scope for going back to 
reconsider earlier decisions.  This approach seriously disadvantages those that have a 
legitimate right to be involved in the decision process.  The problem is compounded by 
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evidence relevant at each stage being made available only after the stage has ended. For 
example, flight path locations and air traffic numbers will only be available just prior to first 
flight from the NWR expansion. We appreciate generally speaking detail follows policy but 
there is insufficient evidence for us to properly assess the broad principles and choice of 
options. 

 
SECTION 4 – AIRSPACE DESIGN PRINCIPLES 
 
Q1. Principle 1: Flight Paths 
Please read pages 12 and 13 of the Airspace Consultation Document before answering this question. 
Please select one of the options a-c, and provide any comments in the box below. A trade-off exists 
between these three principles and we would like to understand which principle you prefer. When 
designing airspace, Heathrow should: Please select one box only 
 
a) Minimise the total number of people overflown, with flight paths designed to impact as few people as 
possible.   
b) Minimise the number of people newly overflown, keeping flight paths close to where they are today, 
where possible.   
c) Share flight paths over a wider area, which might increase the total number of people overflown but 
would reduce the number of people most affected by the flight paths as the noise will be shared more 
equally.   
 
Please provide any comments you have on flight paths in the box below. 
 
RHC Response 
We do not think a choice is appropriate at this stage for the reasons given below and at the start.   
 
We believe the noise objectives need to be established first before design principles can be formulated. 
Broadly speaking, we believe communities should be exposed to less aircraft noise, however measured. 
This reduction is driven by less noisy aircraft entering the fleet and operational improvements but offset 
by an increased number of flights, heavier aircraft and population growth. There should be a reduction 
in noise with targets approaching the WHO guidelines.   
 
It is impossible to say which of the three alternatives best meets the objectives.  The choice may be 
quite different when dealing with a two runway Heathrow with reducing noise energy compared to a 
three runway Heathrow where noise energy is likely to increase.  The choice may also differ depending 
on whether one is considering departures or arrivals and at different distances from the airport and 
when considering different times of the day or wind direction and PBN technology.  
 
We also believe the number of people significantly affected is too simplistic a metric.  The Government’s 
Airspace Guidance moves away from this measure to a measure involving an aggregation of health 
impacts across the community. 
 
The issue of dispersion versus concentration and the relevance of respite cannot be simply wrapped 
into a choice of three alternatives. In broad terms the Reduce Total option probably means 
concentration. The Respite option probably has the greatest dispersion but there is no evidence with 
which to assess the impact of respite and no one option suited to all situations. 
 
Q2. Principle 2: Urban and rural areas 
Please read page 14 of the Airspace Consultation Document before answering this question. Please 
select one of the options a-b and provide any comments in the box below. When designing airspace, 
Heathrow should: Please select one box only. 
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a) Prioritise routing aircraft over urban areas, recognising that urban areas have higher general noise 
levels.   
b) Prioritise routing aircraft over rural areas where fewer people live.   
 
Please provide any comments you have on overflight of urban or rural areas in the box below 
 
RHC Response 
As we outline above there is no simple answer – it depends on objectives and may vary depending on 
location.  
 
Q3. Principle 3: Urban areas 
Please read page 15 of the Airspace Consultation Document before answering this question. Please 
select one of the options a-b and provide any comments in the box below. When designing airspace in 
urban areas, Heathrow should: Please select one box only. 
 
a) Prioritise routing aircraft over parks and open spaces rather than residential areas.   
b) Prioritise routing aircraft over residential areas, avoiding aircraft overflight of parks and open spaces.   
Please provide any comments you have on parks and open spaces in urban areas in the box below. 
 
RHC Response 
As we outline above there is no simple answer – it depends on objectives and may vary depending on 
location. London’s population and parks are so intermingled that often it will not be possible to apply 
any single principle to any length of flight path. Richmond’ parks for example have large numbers of 
visitors and there is no indication how the impact might be assessed. 
 
Q4. Principle 4: Noise and emissions 
Please read page 16 of the Airspace Consultation Document before answering this question. Please 
select one of the options a-b and provide any comments in the box below. When designing airspace, 
Heathrow should: Please select one box only.  Please provide any comments you have on noise and 
emissions*: 
 
a) Design flight paths that prioritise the reduction of aircraft noise for local communities over those that 
reduce fuel burn and emissions.*   
b) Design flight paths that prioritise a reduction in fuel burn and emissions* over those that reduce noise 
for local communities.   
 
RHC Response 
There are vertical and acceleration dimensions to this question as well as a lateral dimension. Generally 
speaking we would place noise ahead of fuel burn but often one has to look at the whole flight path 
otherwise Peter can be robbed to pay Paul. 
 
Q5. Principle 5: Technology and innovation 
Please read page 17 of the Airspace Consultation Document before providing any comments on the 
statement below. 
 
In order to deliver any of these design principles, all aircraft will need to be equipped with the latest 
technology. We will not design flight paths to accommodate aircraft with older navigation technologies 
and there may be parts of the design where aircraft with the highest specification of navigation 
technology have an advantage. Please provide any comments you have on technology and innovation in 
the box below. 
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RHC Response 
It is important that the industry invests in aircraft with lower noise and other emissions.  The demand 
and incentives for improved aircraft need to drive the technological outcomes.  PBN and other flight 
systems are driving change on how planes are flown.  It is not yet clear what benefits and costs there 
will be. 
 
Q6. Principle 6: Night flights 
Please read page 18 of the Airspace Consultation Document before providing your response to the 
question below. 
 
Heathrow has made good progress over the last few years in reducing the number of late running flights 
that operate from the airport and, with expansion, we have committed to a six and a half hour ban on 
scheduled flights in the night period (sometime between 11pm and 7am). However, some aircraft will 
need to use Heathrow late at night or early in the morning: what key principles should we apply to the 
design of flight paths for arrivals and departures during these times? (You may like to consider the 
design principle options set out in Questions 1-5). Please provide any comments in the box below.  
 
Please note: Heathrow’s future plans include a six and a half hour ban on scheduled night flights 
between 11pm and 7am – we are consulting on this in our expansion consultation, please see section 4.2 
of our Expansion Consultation Document for more information. 
 
RHC Response 
Please see Annex 1 for our comments on night noise. 
 
Q7. Please provide any other comments you would like to make about our approach to airspace change, 
and let us know if there are any other design principles we should consider.  Please provide any 
comments in the box below. 
 
RHC Response 
No further comment. 
 
 
 
Contact details: 
Peter Willan, BSC Eng(Hons), MBA, ARSM, FCMA, FEI, HonRCM 
Chair, Richmond Heathrow Campaign 
www.richmondheathrowcampaign.org 
 
Annexes 1 and 2 attached. 
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ANNEX  1 
 
EXTRACT RHC’S RESPONSE TO HAL’S AIRPORT EXPANSION CONSULTATION 2018 
 
SECTION 5 
 
Noise 
Noise is one of the most significant concerns for communities living close to airports. Section 4.2 of 
the Airport Expansion Consultation Document and Our Approach to Noise set out options to reduce, 
minimise or mitigate the effects of noise arising from the expansion of Heathrow. We would like to 
know your views on Our Approach to Noise, in particular: 
 
5b. A noise envelope is a package of measures that can be used to reduce noise. Please tell us your 
views on the objectives of the noise envelope and the timeline for its development. 
 
RHC Response 
The following points are further explained in our response to the DfT’s Revised draft NPS on the RHC 
website. 
a. HAL is seeking response on noise issues before revised noise objectives have been consulted 
on by the DfT later in 2018. Flight paths, their use and operating parameters should be designed and 
consulted on without delay.    
b. Targets for reduction in noise need to address the WHO guidelines and be placed on a legal 
footing, as in the case of air pollution. 
c. Communities should share with the industry in the reduction of noise from less noisy aircraft 
and there should be a reduction each year. 
d.      Comparisons with today or any single future date, such as at first flight (e.g. 2026), are not a 
basis for decisions on expansion except that the noise climate in the future should be no worse than 
at any legacy date. The comparison should be with a Do-minimum annual profile enhanced by 
modernisation that is planned to be implemented in any event. 
e. The aims set by Government and in this consultation to limit or reduce  noise impacts and for 
fewer people to be affected by noise compared to the future Do-minimum have not been shown to 
be achievable with a third runway. Over one million people are affected by noise at the WHO 
Guideline level of 50 dB LAeq or the Significant Observed Adverse Effect Level (SOAEL) of 51 dBLAeq.  
f.    It has not been demonstrated that the conflict between land use for population growth and 
housing and flight paths can be resolved to satisfy both noise and housing objectives.  The ICAO 
Balanced Approach is unworkable. 
g. It has not been demonstrated that London's parks and open and green spaces will not be 
negatively impacted. 
h. Fleets should be modernised as quickly as possible to reach the highest possible standards of 
noise and emission reduction with financial incentives applied 24/7, so that Chapter 14 standards for 
100% of aircraft are reached as quickly as possible. 
i.       Noise metrics need to be revised to better reflect the impact on people by individual flight 
paths and frequency and pattern of flights. 
j. Release of runway capacity should be linked to noise tests based on predicted outcomes. 
The noise climate should be no worse than today but also at first flight (e.g. in 2026) and the tests 
must be based on targeted reduction in noise towards WHO guidance values and also on a 
reduction in noise compared to a Do-minimum over future years, including modernisation of air 
space. There must be no recourse to the Government or passengers should financeability fail as a 
result. 
 
 5c. Is there anything further we should be considering to reduce noise? 
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RHC Response 
HAL does need to provide information on the change in its fleet over time as this is key to noise 
reduction.  HAL’s estimate of fleet change over 15 years is questionable compared to current 
turnover of around 25 years and similar turnover predicted by the Airports Commission. We also 
seek information on the impact of larger aircraft over time. The noise energy is likely to increase 
(other things being equal) on the basis of 50% more flights but also heavier aircraft. We would like to 
reserve the opportunity to comment further in due course when HAL has provided more definitive 
proposals. There needs to be more information on population growth and housing as referred to 
above in the balanced approach. 
  
5d. Please tell us what you think about our suggested approach to the provision of respite. 
 
RHC Response 
a.  Respite is currently only being considered by HAL in terms of its benefits. There are two 
fundamental flaws in this approach. Firstly, respite is not a benefit but a reduction in an 
environmental cost. Second, creating respite for one community results in noise for another.  
b.  RHC noise modelling strongly suggests that there is not sufficient airspace to provide adequate 
flight path separation, meaningful respite and noise dispersion. 
c.  There should be no reduction in existing respite – for example over Richmond and Kew. 
 
5e. Please tell us what you think of our proposals for noise insulation and phasing of delivery. 
  
RHC Response 
a.  Based on the rate of insulation provision implemented over recent years it seems unlikely that 
HAL will be able to provide insulation for many people until many years after they start experiencing 
increased noise from the NWR expansion.   
b.  Listed buildings and council restrictions mean that a not insubstantial number of homes may not 
gain planning consent to be insulated. 
c.  The noise contours prescribed for insulation are too high. More than one million people will be 
affected by noise at the WHO guideline level of 50 dBA LAeq. 
d. Insulation does not deal with the serious noise problem outside in peoples’ gardens and in parks 
and open spaces. 
e. Insulation is not a substitute for peace and quiet, especially for children and the vulnerable. 
f. The Balanced Approach and land use should not just be remedied with insulation but should 
include location of housing and flight paths. 
  
5f. A 6.5 hour night flight ban on scheduled flights is required sometime between 11pm and 7am. Our 
current preferred option for this is from 11pm to 5.30am. Please tell us when you think the night-
flight ban should be scheduled and why. 
 
RHC Response 
a. There should be an 8 hour ban on night flights between 11pm and 7am as recommended by WHO.  
b. There should be no increase in flights in the shoulder periods 11:00-11:30 and 06:00-07:00. 
c. RHC research demonstrates that the economic cost of an 8 hour ban is outweighed by the benefit.  
d. A night flight ban should not be treated as a trade off with expansion as is suggested on Page 7 
para. 3. An 8 hour ban should be implemented irrespective of expansion. 
 
End. 






